
  

 
  

QUARTERLY LIST OF PROGRAMMING PROVIDING THE MOST     

SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES    

                    JULY1, 2019-SEPTEMBER 30, 2019    

         

The following issues were identified as significant and addressed by WXTX in order to serve the community and 

act in the public interest as set forth by the Federal Communications Commission:  

1. Community Involvement including volunteerism, blood drives and increased pride in the community  

2. Crime/Safety including crime prevention, fire safety and police conduct.  

3. Economic Development including local government issues, job opportunities and state of the 

economy.  

4. Education including education standards, school safety, efforts to keep up with growth in the area 

and budget changes.  

5. Environment including news about air and water quality, litter issues and pollution in our DMA  

6. Health Services and Medical Care including health education and awareness, healthcare for the 

elderly, parenting and family issues and affordable healthcare.   

7. Military including news about and news of interest to our vast military audience.  

8. Minority Issues including news about racial issues, diversity efforts and opportunities available to our 

minority viewers.  

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST  

SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES  

    

PROGRAM  DAYS  

TIMES  

  
WXTX Fox54 News  Monday – Friday  10:00PM – 11:00PM  

  



WXTX Fox54 News  Saturday-Sunday  10:00PM – 10:30PM  

  

WXTX Fox54 News  Monday –Friday  7:00PM – 7:30PM  

All of the above programs are locally produced news programs presenting a mix of news, weather, sports, and 
issue-related features stories.  Issue-responsive program segments are usually one to three minutes in duration, 
unless otherwise indicated.   

For Men Only  

We examine health, social, and consumer issues that can improve the lives of men.  

Dr. OZ Show                                               Monday-Friday 6:00AM-7:00AM                                              

 "The Dr. Oz Show" is hosted Dr. Mehmet Oz, accredited health expert, best-selling author, and world-renowned 

cardiac surgeon. “The Dr. Oz Show” is an informative hour that offers audiences the opportunity to learn about 

a wide range of health and wellness topics. Tackling the balance of mind, body, and spirit, Dr. Oz calls on 

specialists from a variety of disciplines for expert advice on how viewers can be their best selves. 

The Real          Monday – Friday 1:00PM – 2:00PM  

  The Reel has daily discussion of issues of Community Involvement,  

Crime/Safety, Health Services and Medical Care, Minority Issues.  "The Real” is hosted by five bold, diverse and 

outspoken women -- Tamera Mowry-Housley, Loni Love, Jeannie Mai and Adrienne Bailon. They reflect the 

home audience and unapologetically say what women are actually thinking.   

Their unique perspectives are brought to life in their candid conversations about topics ranging from their own 

personal lives to the news of the day, to beauty, fashion and relationships.  

The hosts are all going through varied life experiences, including new motherhood, new marriages, dating and 

single life, which relate to every woman's own trials and tribulations. Unlike other talk shows, each of the hosts 

is admittedly a "work in progress" and fearlessly invites the home audience into their lives. Their fresh point of 

view, youthful energy and passion turn the traditional talk show on its head.   

Dr. Phil Show        Monday – Friday 2:00PM – 3:00PM  

 Dr. Phil has daily discussion of Mental Health Interest, and this show continues to provide the most 

comprehensive form on mental health issues in the history of television. Dr. McGraw presents compelling 

stories about real people with a variety of emotional and behavioral problems, stripping away the shame and 

embarrassment that too often keep people from seeking help. 

  Public Service Announcements    Any Day    Any Time  

  The station broadcasts local and non-local public service announcements varying in length throughout  

 

 

 

 



 

Program:      DR. OZ  

Air Time:      6:00A – 7:00A  

Air Days:      Monday – Friday  

Approx. Program Length:  One Hour  

Program Synopsis: 

About “DR. OZ” 

Currently in its tenth season, the ten-time Daytime Emmy Award-winning syndicated daily series "The Dr. Oz 

Show" is hosted Dr. Mehmet Oz, accredited health expert, best-selling author, and world-renowned cardiac 

surgeon. “The Dr. Oz Show” is an informative hour that offers audiences the opportunity to learn about a wide 

range of health and wellness topics. Tackling the balance of mind, body, and spirit, Dr. Oz calls on specialists 

from a variety of disciplines for expert advice on how viewers can be their best selves. 

 
 
 
 MONDAY, JULY 08, 2019  
SHOW #10-170 “OZ INVESTIGATES: MICROWAVABLE FROZEN BREAKFAST FOODS”  
All New: From breakfast sandwiches, omelet cups, burritos to egg muffins, the array of frozen breakfast options 
has exploded. Many even claim to be healthier, but are they just junk food in disguise? Plus, we’re exposing fat 
shaming caught-on-tape: strangers bullying others because of their weight.  
 
TUESDAY, JULY 09, 2019  
SHOW #10-173 “OZ INVESTIGATES: ALARMING RISE IN MOM SHOPLIFTERS”  
All New: They may look like the typical moms next door, but they’re keeping a dark secret. We investigate the 
science behind why some women shoplift and hear their confessions. Plus, the revealing prison interview of 
Pamela Smart who’s serving life behind bars for conspiring to kill her husband with her teenage lover.  
 
WEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 2019  
SHOW #10-093 “TRUE CRIME: HOUSE OF HORRORS: WHAT HAPPENED TO THE 13 TURPIN 
CHILDREN?” (R)  
Exclusive updates on the case of Louise and David Turpin who allegedly tortured and starved their 13 children. 
Louise’s sister shares her conversations with Louise from behind bars and drops a bombshell allegation about 
the couple that can change everything you know about the case. Plus, just in time for Valentine’s Day, The Dish 
crew investigates what’s really inside store-bought chocolate and if it’s as healthy as they say.  
 
THURSDAY, JULY 11, 2019  
SHOW #10-109 “TRUE CRIME: BREAKING NEWS: GRUESOME NEW DETAILS IN MISSING MOM KELSEY 
BERRETH CASE - WAS SHE KILLED IN FRONT OF HER TODDLER?” (R)  
We investigate the latest information on what really happened to Kelsey Berreth including allegations of how her 
fiancé Patrick Frazee killed her, what he did to her body, and how he made his mistress cover up the evidence. 
And, we have breaking news updates on R. Kelly’s indictment and the House of Horrors case. Plus, in a daytime 
exclusive, the admitted Parkland school shooter’s brother speaks out.  
 
FRIDAY, JULY 12, 2019  
SHOW #10-059 “CATFISH ADOPTION SCAMS” (R)  
We’re sounding the alarm for hopeful couples looking to adopt but are being duped by birth mothers looking for 
money or attention and have no intentions of following through. The red flags to look out for. Plus, a doctor who 
has a special ability to feel other people’s pain. 



 
 
 MONDAY, AUGUST 12, 2019  
SHOW #10-015 “THE NEW VINEGAR PRESCRIPTION” (R)  
A brand-new vinegar prescription plan to reduce bloat, boost energy and curb cravings. And, the other 
powerhouse vinegar you don’t know about. Plus, Cuba Gooding Jr. opens up about the role that almost ruined 
his health.  
 
TUESDAY, AUGUST 13, 2019  
SHOW #10-155 “TRUE CRIME: WHAT DOES NATALIE WOOD'S AUTOPSY REVEAL ABOUT WHAT 
HAPPENED ON THE BOAT?” (R)  
The re-opening of Natalie Wood’s case has sparked new controversies and theories. We examine her autopsy 
photos to see if they reveal further clues. And, we speak to Natalie’s sister, Lana Wood, about the latest updates 
on the case. Plus, the son of the surgeon long suspected of killing “The Black Dahlia” speaks out about why he 
thinks his father is the murderer.  
 
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 14, 2019  
SHOW #10-096 “THE TRUTH ABOUT FRENCH FRIES” (R)  
We’re uncovering the myths and deceptions you’ve been told about your favorite fast-food side. And, we have 3 
healthier versions – all made from potatoes! Plus, we investigate rumors about your burgers. From the bun to 
the patty, we expose the truth about what you’re really getting at the drive-through. Then, the Dish crew has the 
craziest food mashups of all time!  
 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 15, 2019  
SHOW #10-141 “HIP-HOP STAR MEEK MILL ON HIS INCARCERATION AND CRISIS IN THE PAROLE 
SYSTEM” (R)  
Hip-hop star Meek Mill opens up about his arrest at age 19 on charges he claims were false and how he has 
been subjected to years of probation and jail time nearly his entire adult life. How he plans to change a failing 
system with his high-profile army. Plus, we investigate the Theranos scandal and how founder Elizabeth 
Holmes’ promise of diagnosing diseases from one tiny drop of blood turned out to be built on a house of cards.  
 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 16, 2019  
SHOW #10-147 “SECRET SICKO HUSBANDS: HOW WELL DO YOU REALLY KNOW YOUR SPOUSE?” (R)  
Would you know if you married someone who was living a double life? We meet a woman whose charming 
husband turned out to be a serial rapist. And, an online dating scammer who conned women out of $2 million. 
Plus, the female coach who turned middle school girls into terrified sex slaves. 
 
 MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 09, 2019 (SEASON PREMIERE)  
SHOW #11-004 “A VERY PERSONAL OZ: THE SIGNS DR. OZ MISSED THAT HIS MOM HAS ALZHEIMER’S”  
All New: Dr. Oz opens up about a health issue that has hit close to home. He shares his story so that you won’t 
miss the signs he did with his mom. Plus, Dr. Oz takes a breakthrough blood test to see if he has the genes for 
Alzheimer’s. And, the new at-home test anyone can take right now to see if you’re at risk. Then, it’s Dr. Oz’s 
Candidate Check-up: first up, Bernie Sanders. From his age to his exercise regimen to his healthcare policies, 
no questions are off-limits!  
 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 2019 (REVISED SHOW TITLE)  
SHOW #11-012 “TRUE CRIME: NEVER-BEFORE-HEARD DETAILS IN THE JEFFREY EPSTEIN SCANDAL”  
All New: We investigate the suspicious death of Jeffrey Epstein. From the autopsy findings to the alleged 
unusable surveillance video, we uncover the information you haven’t heard. And, our forensic experts reenact 
the possible jail-cell crime scene if Epstein was indeed murdered. Plus, we are inside the courtroom with new 
details from his alleged victims. Then, the father of one of Epstein’s accusers, Virginia Roberts, speaks out.  
 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2019  
SHOW #11-003 “OZ EXCLUSIVE: WENDY WILLIAMS ONE-ON-ONE”  
All New: After a tough year, Wendy Williams opens up about overcoming life’s challenges and truly gaining her 
freedom. And, she shares her new health diagnosis and what it’s like to live with a chronic and painful condition. 
Plus, “Super Size Me” Morgan Spurlock investigates if fast-food chicken really is the healthier option. He follows 
the chicken from farm to fast-food restaurant so you can avoid being duped by industry tricks.  
 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 2019  



SHOW #11-015 “OZ EXCLUSIVE: DOG THE BOUNTY HUNTER ON GRIEF AND LOSS AFTER THE DEATH 
OF HIS WIFE BETH”  
All New: In a raw and emotional interview, Duane “Dog” Chapman opens up like never before about losing his 
wife and the tough decision to allow cameras to document her final months. And, he reveals the two things he 
promised Beth before she died. Plus, the latest on R. Kelly’s sex-crime charges and why his former crisis 
manager had to step down.  
 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2019  
SHOW #11-016 “CAUGHT ON TAPE: DISGUSTING SUPERMARKET BEHAVIOR THAT WILL OUTRAGE 
YOU”  
All New: Surveillance cameras capture people touching, spitting, even urinating on the food we buy and feed our 
families. The truth behind the disturbing trend happening across the country. Our shocking undercover 
investigation will show you how to protect yourself. Plus, introducing Health Court, where Dr. Oz rules! His first 
case: She thinks it’s healthy to pick her husband’s back acne. He thinks it’s making it worse. Dr. Pimple Popper 
surprises them with her verdict! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Program:      The Real  

Air Time:      1:00p - 2:00 pm  

Air Days:      Monday – Friday  

Approx. Program Length:  One Hour  

Program Synopsis:  

About “The Real”  

The Real is a new one-hour, daily talk show Led by bold, diverse and outspoken Emmy® Award-winning hosts, Adrienne 

Houghton, Loni Love, Jeannie Mai and Tamera Mowry-Housley all frankly say what women are actually thinking. THE 

REAL is a live daily, one-hour NAACP Image Award winning and Emmy nominated talk show on Fox Television Stations 

and in national syndication (check local listings), with a rebroadcast on cable network BET Her. The hosts’ unique 

perspectives are brought to life through candid conversations about their personal lives, current events, beauty, fashion 

and relationships (nothing is off limits). Unlike other talk shows, THE REAL hosts are admittedly a “work in progress,” and 

fearlessly invite viewers to reflect on their own lives and opinions. Fresh points of view, youthful energy and passion 

have made THE REAL a platform for multicultural women. Produced by Telepictures Productions and distributed by 

Warner Bros. Domestic Television Distribution, The Real is led by Executive Producer, Rachel Miskowiec (Good Morning 

America, Katie, The Tyra Banks Show, Judge Hatchett, The Ricki Lake Show) and shot in Los Angeles, California. 

 

 Aired: Monday, July 15th  
Show# 5106 (Repeat) (Original Airdate 2/4/19)  
B2K (The Millennium Tour)  
 



Aired: Tuesday, July 16th  
Show# 5102 (Repeat) (Original Airdate1/29/19)  
“The Good, The Bag & The Whoopsie:” One contestant will compete in a ball tossing game to win money, a luxury bag, or 
a priceless T-shirt!  
“Wigology:” How to rock a wig without it looking like one!  
 
Aired: Wednesday, July 17th  
Show# 5104 (Repeat) (Original Airdate 1/30/19)  
GABRIEL “FLUFFY’ IGLESIAS (Gabriel "Fluffy" Iglesias: One Show Fits All)  
“What’s Up Doc? Fertility Edition:” A fertility doctor will answer all of our questions about getting pregnant, IVF, and 
surrogacy.  
 
Airdate: Thursday, July 18th  
Show# 5098 (Repeat) (Original Airdate 1/24/19)  
Viewer’s Choice Show!  
“Random Fandom:” The hosts read and respond to viewers’ random questions or facts.  
“Steals on The Real:” The hosts offer highly discounted fashionista finds.  
 
Airdate: Friday, July 19th  
Show# 5015 (Repeat) (Original Airdate 9/28/18)  
ISRAEL HOUGHTON  
Israel and Adrienne Houghton perform “Secrets” from Israel’s new album Road to Demaskus  
LIL DUVAL (“Smile”)  
“The “L” Train:” The hosts discuss two people who messed up this week and viewers vote on who took the biggest loss 
and who is the latest passenger on the “L” train.  
 
Airs: Monday, August 19th 

Show# 5126 (Repeat) (Original Airdate 2/25/19) 
ESSENCE’s REGINA ROBERTSON announces the line-up for the evening concerts for the 25th anniversary ESSENCE Festival 
in July 
CHARLIE BARNETT (Russian Doll) 
“Fake It Or Take It:” Audience members determine the real product from the knockoff for a chance to win designer pieces. 
 
Airs: Tuesday, August 20th 

Show# 5024 (Repeat) (Original Airdate 10/9/18) 
DANIEL EZRA (All American) 
“Fix Yo’ Credit:” How to fix your credit rating with tips from Tiffany "The Budgetnista" Aliche 
 
Airs: Wednesday, August 21st 

Show# 5033 (Repeat) (Original Airdate 10/24/18) 
DOLLA HOLLA BACK: ATLANTA 
MONICA (T.I. & Tiny: Friends And Family Hustle) 
IAIN ARMITAGE (Young Sheldon) 
“Cravings Exposed:” What your cravings are really trying to tell you. 
“Shoutrageous:” The ladies play the guessing game for loud mouths and know-it-alls. 
 
Airs: Thursday, August 22nd 

Show# 5091 (Repeat) (Original Airdate 1/17/19) 
Hotline Bling: A Fan Affected by The Government Shutdown 
DERAY DAVIS (Upcoming comedy tour) 
“Manslation:” DeRay Davis gives the audience relationship advice from his perspective. 
 
Airs: Friday, August 23rd 

Show# 5010 (Repeat) (Original Airdate 10/19/18) 
CHLOE X HALLE 
 



Monday, September 16th 

Show# 6004 
SEASON 6 PREMIERE SHOW! 
KOURTNEY KARDASHIAN (Keeping Up With The Kardashians, Poosh) 
“New Kicks for Season 6:” Viewers have a chance to win a pair of designer shoes by answering a question on Instagram! 
“Random Fandom:” The hosts read and respond to viewers’ random questions or facts. 
 
Tuesday, September 17th 

Show# 6005 
RACHEL LINDSAY (Ghosted: Love Gone Missing, Bachelor Happy Hour with Rachel & Ali) 
WALE (“BGM”) 
“New Kicks for Season 6:” Viewers have a chance to win a pair of designer shoes by answering a question on Instagram! 
 
Wednesday, September 18th 

Show# 6007 
TRACEE ELLIS ROSS (black-ish, mixed-ish, Pattern Beauty) 
“New Kicks for Season 6:” Viewers have a chance to win a pair of designer shoes by answering a question on Instagram! 
“60 Second Vanity:” The hosts give beauty tips and tricks in one minute! 
 
Thursday, September 19th 

Show# 6008 
LAMAR ODOM (Darkness to Light: A Memoir, Dancing With The Stars) 
“REAL-ly Good News:” A feel-good news story to brighten your day! 
 
Friday, September 20th 

Show# 6006 
FRI-YAY Show! 
TOMMIE LEE (Love & Hip Hop: Atlanta) 
 
 

 
 
 

Program:      Dr. Phil  

Air Time:                            2:00 - 3:00 pm  

Air Days:      Monday – Friday  

Approx. Program Length:  One Hour  

Program Synopsis:  

About “Dr. Phil”  

Dr. Phil McGraw, perhaps the most well-known mental health professional in the world, is the host of the #1 daytime talk 

show Dr. Phil. Now in its 14th season, this trailblazing and award-winning show continues to provide the most 

comprehensive forum on mental health issues in the history of television. Dr. McGraw has a unique ability to take 

complicated and technical information and make it accessible and understandable to the general public. Using the power 

of television, Dr. McGraw presents compelling stories about real people with a variety of emotional and behavioral 

problems, stripping away the shame and embarrassment that too often keep people from seeking help.   

 ISSUE: Health Services and Medical Care   

 

 



 July 22 – Show #17091RR (TV 14 (L)(S)(D))  
“‘An Unspeakable Accusation: My Daughter Believes I Molested My Granddaughter’”  
Terrie says in 2017, her daughter, Kelly, accused her of molesting her 5-year-old daughter, Terrie’s granddaughter. Terrie 
insists this is completely untrue and insists she has never molested anybody. Terrie says Kelly is tearing apart the family 
with her horrific accusations. Terrie says just before Kelly’s accusations began, she attended a week-long desert retreat 
that she believes completely changed her daughter’s personality. Terrie says Kelly tells people she saw aliens on the 
retreat who may have abducted, raped and impregnated her. Kelly says she is 100% convinced her mom molested her 
daughter. She claims her mom is a serial child molester who has also molested her and her sister, Katelyn, which Katelyn 
and Terrie say is completely untrue. Kelly says she is tired of her mother using the desert retreat as a means to tell 
everyone in the family that’s she’s “crazy.” She’s hopeful that with Dr. Phil’s help, she can finally expose her mother, 
whom she hasn’t spoken to in over a year. Did Terrie molest her granddaughter? Is Kelly just confused? Dr. Phil 
investigates; you don’t want to miss it! This show contains sexual content. Viewer discretion advised. (Original airdate: 
2/15/19)  
July 23 – Show #16103RR (TV 14 (L)(S)(D))  
“‘My 16-Year-Old Daughter is Throwing House Parties and Posted a Racist Viral Video. She Got Kicked Out of School and I 
Kicked Her Out Too!’”  
Alma wrote to the show begging for help because she says her 16-year-old daughter, Emmy, is acting like a wild child: 
throwing house parties, stealing, drinking, smoking marijuana, and getting kicked out of two schools in two years. But 
Alma says the worst offense was when Emmy posted a video online wearing blackface that went viral. According to Alma, 
the post resulted in Emmy receiving death threats, being asked to leave school early, and Emmy leaving the country until 
things calmed down. Alma says her daughter has been on a downward spiral since puberty and has ruined Alma’s life and 
relationships. However, there’s more to this family discord than Emmy’s fight for her right to party. Dr. Phil also hears 
from Alma’s sister, Anna. She says the real problem with this family has more to do with Alma’s drinking than Emmy’s 
teenage rebellion. (Original airdate: 3/19/18)  
July 24 – Show #17083RR (TV PG)  
“‘Please Convince My Daughter She Has an Eating Disorder’”  
Eighteen-year-old Maddie says she doesn’t have an eating disorder even though her mother, Melissa, stepfather, Greg, 
and grandmother, Linda, claim Maddie is slowly starving herself to death. Standing tall at 5’10, Maddie says if it wasn’t for 
her family, she would weigh less than 100 pounds. Her mother says Maddie has been in and out of the hospital every 
other month for dehydration, can't get up a flight of steps without being out of breath, passes out in the shower, sleeps 
all day, and even quit school. But Maddie says everyone needs to calm down because she’s in control. Does Dr. Phil think 
Maddie is in control or in need of help? (Original airdate: 1/23/19)  
July 25 – Show #16095RR (TV 14 (L)(S)(D))  
“‘Help! Our Bieber-Obsessed Daughter Went from Insta-Famous to Homeless and Hacked’”  
Taylor says she achieved social media fame by the time she was 14, with around 30,000 followers. She is now 20 and says 
photos and video of her continue to go viral … but not by her choice. Taylor claims her iCloud has been hacked three 
separate times and her computer crashed last year, all by unauthorized users who she suspects are trying to bully her and 
ruin her reputation. Taylor’s parents, Kathy and Randy, say the constant bullying and hacking has caused their daughter to 
fall from being a social media star to homeless and hopeless. Kathy, Randy, and their older daughter, Lindsey, also blame 
Taylor’s boyfriend, Anthony, for not being a good influence on Taylor as she struggles with this cyber-hacking drama. They 
say they believe her destructive relationship with Anthony pulls her down even further. Anthony says he is not a bad 
influence and will never leave Taylor. Yet Anthony’s mother, Angie, agrees with Taylor’s parents that her son needs to 
stay away from their daughter. Dr. Phil sorts out the dysfunctional relationship between Taylor and Anthony while 
revealing what he believes is really going on with this family. (Original airdate: 5/16/18)  
July 26 – Show #17054RR (TV 14 (L))  
“Jersey Shore Mom and Daughter Bring Their Drama to Texas”  
Michele and her 33-year-old daughter, Stephanie, appeared on Dr. Phil last year because Michele said Stephanie was 
binge drinking two-to-three boxes of wine per day. Stephanie went to rehab, followed by a sober living facility. But ever 
since Michele moved to Texas, she says it has been a complete disaster. Michele claims Stephanie drinks to the point of 
hallucination and almost set their house on fire. While in the process of speaking with producers about returning to the 
show, Stephanie got arrested and was put in jail! Stephanie claims it was because Michele falsely accused her of assault. 
Dr. Phil reexamines what Michele and Stephanie’s missteps were and advises them on how to achieve positive change in 
their future. (Original airdate: 11/9/18)  
 
 
 August 5 – Show #17106RR (TV 14 (L))  



“‘Violent, Angry and on the Edge: My Daughter Wants Me Dead’”  
Donna claims her 28-year-old daughter, Brittany, is explosively violent and angry and she is terrified that Brittany will 
follow through on her threats to kill her family one day. Brittany says Donna is a liar who is exaggerating her behavior and 
that she has always been the scapegoat of her family’s problems. Her father, Steven, divorced Donna when Brittany was 
only 8 years old and for the past 11 weeks, Brittany has lived with him – find out why he says it was the most difficult 11 
weeks in his entire life. Don’t miss when Dr. Phil reveals some explosive footage taken at the guests’ hotel that may shine 
a light on exactly why this family is here. Is Brittany really the antagonist in her family’s drama? Find out in part 1 of this 
tense family standoff. (Original airdate: 5/22/19)  
August 6 – Show #17315RR (TV 14 (L))  
“A Hostile Hotel Showdown: Can Brittany Be Helped?”  
Donna and her ex-husband, Steven, both claim their 28-year-old daughter, Brittany, is violent, angry and out of control. 
After a tense reunion with Steven and an explosive confrontation with Brittany in their hotel, is Donna willing to trust Dr. 
Phil’s advice when it comes to Brittany? And, is Brittany’s life really as happy and functional as she says it is? Dr. Phil calls 
for backup from life coach Mike Bayer. Did Brittany’s session with him go as planned? Don’t miss the conclusion of this 
intense family drama. (Original airdate: 5/23/19)  
August 7 – Show #17126RR (TV PG (L)(S)(D))  
“Madly in Love, But Related”  
Angie and Michael say they have been in love since they were young children, despite being first cousins. The couple 
married in Colorado because their home state of Utah does not recognize first cousin marriage. They say being cousins 
makes their relationship, love and trust for each other even stronger. Since their marriage became public, Michael and 
Angie say they’ve been met with hateful comments and opinions from their detractors. But are they ready to face their 
first cousin, Cathy, who says she considers their relationship disgusting, immoral, and embarrassing to the whole family? 
Plus, what does a genetic expert advise Michael and Angie regarding the possibility of having a child of their own. (Original 
airdate: 4/25/19)  
August 8 – Show #17014RR (TV 14 (L)(S)(D))  
“‘My Husband Thinks I’m Hacking Our Devices: Help Clear My Name!’”  
Jennifer claims her family has been the victims of hackers for almost two years. The problem is her husband, Billy, thinks 
she is the hacker! Things have gotten so bad that Billy has asked for a divorce. Jennifer says he is so obsessed with the 
situation that he has lost weight and is about to lose the family auto business. But Billy says he just wants the truth. He 
claims Jennifer has admitted to hacking their phones and to being unfaithful. Jennifer says she only took the blame to end 
all arguments but instead, it made things worse. Jennifer says she wants to clear her name and save her marriage! 
(Original airdate: 10/1/18)  
August 9 – Show #17302RR (TV 14 (L)(S)(D))  
“Russian Hackers or Lying Wife? Will Jennifer Finally Come Clean?”  
Dr. Phil continues his conversation with Jennifer and her husband, Billy. She says their marriage is in shambles because 
her family has been targeted by “hackers” for the last year-and-a-half. But Billy says he has evidence that leads back to his 
wife’s phone, proving she is the hacker. Jennifer is adamant that someone else -- an ex, a family member, Billy, even the 
Russians -- could be responsible. But Dr. Phil says he doesn’t believe Jennifer, and he gives her chance after chance to 
come clean. You do not want to miss today’s show! Billy decides to walk out on the relationship, but on the way to the 
airport, Dr. Phil producers get a desperate call from Jennifer that changes everything. Find out why she asked for a third 
chance to talk to Dr. Phil. (Original airdate: 10/2/18)  
 
 September 9 – Show #18401 (TV 14 (L))  
“A Jackass Star’s Road to Rehab: Bam’s Cry for Help”  
ALL-NEW! Bam Margera rose to fame as the star of the hit MTV Series Jackass, but now, the reality star has reached out 
to Dr. Phil with a cry for help. In an emotional interview, Bam faces his mother and wife. Will he agree to go to treatment 
and get help? In this Dr. Phil exclusive, follow Bam's road to recovery.  
September 10 – Show #18006 (TV PG)  
“Scammed By an Imposter Posing as Miranda Lambert”  
ALL-NEW! Shirley wrote to Dr. Phil because her husband, Dean, thought he was in direct contact with the country singer, 
Miranda Lambert. Even though he later found out he’s been scammed by multiple “Miranda” scammers, he says his love 
for Miranda Lambert did not stop. In fact, he’s doubled down, and now, he says he and Shirley are just roommates. They 
both say they need Dr. Phil’s help because they want to find out what’s going on in Dean’s head before he goes too far 
down the rabbit hole of his “obsession” with the star.  
September 11 – Show #18005 (TV PG (L)(S)(D))  
“Social Media Meltdown: Parenting Gone Wild”  



ALL-NEW! Three moms say they were livestreaming, or posting videos, for what they thought was just their private 
audience of social media friends -- but they say their videos have now reached over 100 million views combined. Dr. Phil 
takes a closer look at the stories behind these viral videos to find out why the women's buttons were pushed. First, Karen, 
a mother of a now 17-year-old, says she went on her daughter's Snapchat after she found her daughter’s boyfriend hiding 
in her closet! Then, Cassandra, a young mother of two, says she began livestreaming on Facebook to vent after she was 
very upset after a conversation with police officers and her children’s school. Dr. Phil will also talk to a mother who posted 
a controversial video when she decided she had enough with her 2-year-old son's picky eating habits!  
September 12 – Show #18014 (TV PG (L)(S)(D))  
“Desperate for Insta-Fame”  
ALL-NEW! Twenty-one-year-old Jessy says she is so consumed with finding social media fame, that she spends over 11 
hours a day researching, planning, and taping outrageous, sometimes offensive, content just for “likes” and “follows.” She 
says when her Instagram was temporarily shut down, her career flashed before her eyes, because she believed she was 
“nothing without her followers.” Then, Ava, a former guest returns to the stage to admit that she put on an act to gain 
followers last season on Dr. Phil. Ava says she didn’t listen to any of Dr. Phil’s advice and had to learn the hard way about 
the temptations of Insta-Fame. And, Nastassia, a fitness influencer, also weighs in to share her story on how she found 
Insta-Fame and success at just 19 years old. Will Jessy take the advice from Ava, Nastassia, or Dr. Phil?  
September 13 – Show #18004 (TV PG (L)(S)(D))  
“Caught Between Two Brittanys”  
ALL-NEW! Brittany and Jeramie met in high school and have been in an on-and-off relationship for 18 years, which has led 
to a tumultuous co-parenting relationship. Within the past year, Jeramie re-connected with an old classmate, Brittney, 
and moved her into his home. Jeramie has renamed the women “B1” and “B2,” in order to keep them straight. Brittany 
resents Brittney for “playing mom,” while Jeramie says his girlfriend provides a stable home life that his ex-wife never 
could.  
MEDIA RELATIONS (323) 956-3372 AFFILIATE RELATIONS (323) 956-8274
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Attached are the PSA’s and Kids PSA’s based on the following ISSUE items Q2 

2019. 

 

1. Community Involvement  

2. Crime/Safety  

3. Economic Development. 

4. Education. 

5. Environment  

6. Health Services and Medical Care  

7. Military  

8. Minority Issues  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WXTX air the following Public Service Announcements (PSA’S) covering issues of Community which aired 

during the quarter. 

 

PSA                            HOUSE                               AIRINGS                                LENGTH                         SOURCE 

  W400056  
W400059  
W400061  
W400022  
W400015 
W400019 

15  
 

 1:00,:30,:15  
 

Health Services 
Providing Access Kids, 
Kids outdoors 
YMCA-Kids, NFL Play, 
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 W400027  
W400028  
W400863  
W400029 
W400007 
W400017 

25 :30, :15 Homework, Learning & 
Attention Issues,  
Because of you, Kids 
Cancer 

 W400040  
W400041  
W400024  
W400051 
W400031 
W400035 

30 :30, :15,:10 Crime Safety, 
Education  
Pet Adoption,  
Keep Co Beautiful 
 

 W400011  
W400869  
W400865  
W400866 
W400855 
W400925 

34 :30, :15 Teen safety, Selfies, 
Texting, E-Cigs, Bullying  
 

 W400014  
W400022  
W400026  
W400024 
W400016 
W410112 

42 1: 00, :30,:15,:10  
 

Pet Adoption, kid 
Safety,  
Kids Dental, Kids Swim, 
Kids Obesity,  

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 


